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ABSTRACT
High-radix interconnects such as Dragonfly and its variants rely
on adaptive routing to balance network traffic for optimum per-
formance. Ideally, adaptive routing attempts to forward packets
between minimal and non-minimal paths with the least congestion.
In practice, current adaptive routing algorithms estimate routing
path congestion based on local information such as output queue oc-
cupancy. Using local information to estimate global path congestion
is inevitably inaccurate because a router has no precise knowledge
of link states a few hops away. This inaccuracy could lead to inter-
connect congestion. In this study, we present Q-adaptive routing,
a multi-agent reinforcement learning routing scheme for Dragon-
fly systems. Q-adaptive routing enables routers to learn to route
autonomously by leveraging advanced reinforcement learning tech-
nology. The proposed Q-adaptive routing is highly scalable thanks
to its fully distributed nature without using any shared information
between routers. Furthermore, a new two-level Q-table is designed
for Q-adaptive to make it computational lightly and saves 50% of
router memory usage compared with the previous Q-routing. We
implement the proposed Q-adaptive routing in SST/Merlin simula-
tor. Our evaluation results show that Q-adaptive routing achieves
up to 10.5% system throughput improvement and 5.2x average
packet latency reduction compared with adaptive routing algo-
rithms. Remarkably, Q-adaptive can even outperform the optimal
VALn non-minimal routing under the ADV+1 adversarial traffic
pattern with up to 3% system throughput improvement and 75%
average packet latency reduction.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Interconnect network is a critical component in high-performance
computing (HPC) systems. It serves as a “central nervous system”
for data exchange between computer nodes [1]. Recent high-radix
interconnect such as Dragonfly [17] and its variants [10][35] be-
come a dominant interconnect topology in Top500 supercomputers
[40]. The Slingshot interconnects [34], which will power future
exascale HPC systems, also adopt Dragonfly topology for its cost-
effective, low-diameter, and highly scalable features.

Dragonfly networks have a hierarchical design, in which system
nodes are divided into several fully connected, identical groups. A
dragonfly system is highly scalable due to the use of high-radix
routers and a fully connected group structure. New groups can be
flexibly added to the system while maintaining its low-diameter
quality. With the fully connected groups, Dragonfly provides high
path diversity such that packets can be forwarded either minimally
between source and destination groups or non-minimally through
any intermediate group in the system. High path diversity allows
routing to take diverse paths under different network patterns:
minimal routing is optimal for balanced distributed traffic such
as uniform random traffic pattern, whereas Valiant non-minimal
routing (VAL routing) is advantageous in case of unbalanced traffic
such as adversarial traffic pattern.

Adaptive routing is often deployed in Dragonfly systems by dy-
namically delivering packets either minimally or non-minimally ac-
cording to real-time network conditions [17][15]. Universal Globally-
Adaptive Load-balanced routing (UGAL) is widely used in pro-
duction dragonfly systems [10][34]. It allows the source router to
choose between minimal or non-minimal routing paths with the
least estimated congestion. Progressive Adaptive Routing (PAR)
enhances UGAL by enabling source group routers to re-evaluate
previous routing decisions based on the current estimated conges-
tion [15]. Because no system-wide global information is shared
among routers, both UGAL and PAR rely on local information such
as output queue occupancy to estimate routing path congestion. As
a switched fabric network, source and destination routers are often
connected through several hops. Thus, local information can only
be a good indicator for near-end congestion and often fails to infer
far-end congestion [46] or downstream congestion [15] at neighbor
and downstream hops. A simple example is illustrated in Figure 1
to show the limitation of UGAL and PAR. In this example, router
𝑠 prefers 𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ1 over 𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ2 because the former has a less occupied
output queue at router 𝑠 . However, selecting 𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ1 in this scenario
is inappropriate because of the congestion at downstream routers
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Figure 1: Issue of existing adaptive routing on Dragonfly,
where local information fails to estimate global path con-
gestion. Although path2 is the least congested path, existing
adaptive routing methods typically choose path1 over path2.

of 𝑎 and 𝑏. This illustrative example clearly demonstrates that adap-
tive routing based on local information (e.g., local output queue
occupancy) could cause wrong decision making, hence leading to
network congestion, delayed packet delivery, and limited system
throughput.

In this work, we present a learning-based routing method to au-
tonomously learn network conditions on Dragonfly systems by lever-
aging advanced machine learning technology. Specifically, we choose
reinforcement learning (RL) over supervised learning as the latter
requires human effort to provide true labels, or desirable routing
behaviors during the training phase, which can be practically im-
possible [42]. Unlike supervised learning, RL agents learn to behave
by interacting with an environment for an objective, which can be
mathematically expressed to maximize a cumulative reward. RL
has been successfully applied for car driving system [20], human-
level gaming [24], etc. Recent studies have shown great promise
of reinforcement learning in successfully solving computer system
problems such as job scheduling [11][21], memory management
[23], circuit design [43], NoC arbitration [48], etc.

A pioneering work in applying reinforcement learning to net-
work routing was done by Boyan et al. in 1993 [3]. They proposed
Q-routing, a multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL) method
that each router works as an independent agent and is guided by
a state-action lookup table, Q-table, for routing decisions. In their
study, Q-routing was evaluated on an irregular 6 × 6 grid network.
Later, several enhancements were presented to improve the qual-
ity of Q-routing [4][26]. These studies mainly focused on similar
irregular grid networks at a small scale (e.g., 15–36 routers).

Computer systems have been evolved dramatically over the past
twenty years in terms of interconnect topology as well as the sys-
tem scale. Little is known about the feasibility and efficiency of
applying MARL for routing in a large-scale Dragonfly system. Pre-
vious MARL studies, e.g., Q-routing, were focused on grid networks
[3][4][26], which are significantly different from the hierarchical,
high-radix Dragonfly networks. Furthermore, modern supercom-
puters typically contain hundreds or thousands of routers. Practi-
cally training a RLmodel with a large number of independent agents
to a converged state is much more challenging than the previous
small-scale case studies. HPC network traffic is constantly chang-
ing with different patterns and loads. This demands the training to
converge in a reasonable time under both uniform and adversarial
traffic patterns whereas the previous studies only considered the

uniform random traffic pattern [3][26][39][27]. Moreover, consider-
ing computational resources on routers are limited, we must avoid
any RL methods that have a high computational requirement, e.g.,
deep learning methods using neural networks [31][49].

To tackle the above challenges, we present Q-adaptive routing,
a fully distributed MARL routing scheme for Dragonfly networks.
Inspired by the Q-routing studies, Q-adaptive routing adopts table-
based RL for decision making. Table-based RL methods are com-
putationally efficient as compared to deep neural network based
methods [31][49], hence being more realistic for practical use. Dis-
tinguishing from Q-routing, Q-adaptive utilizes a novel two-level
Q-table. The two-level Q-table not only provides more learning
information, but also mitigates outdated Q-value issue commonly
experienced in large-scale systems due to spare updates. Moreover,
our two-level Q-table only requires half of the memory usage of
the Q-table used in Q-routing. New techniques are adopted for
Q-adaptive routing to ensure timely update of values in the two-
level Q-table, hence guarantee a fast and stable model convergence.
Finally, Q-adaptive assures packets to be delivered within five hops,
which guarantees a routing livelock and deadlock free design for
Dragonfly networks (details in Section 4).

We implement our design in SST/Merlin, a flit-level event-driven
simulation toolkit [32]. We evaluate Q-adaptive routing on a 1,056-
node Dragonfly system consisting of 264 routers and further demon-
strate its scalability on a 2,550-node system with 510 routers. Exten-
sive experiments are conducted to evaluate Q-adaptive routing with
several routing methods presented for Dragonfly systems under
various traffic patterns and loads. Our results show that Q-adaptive
routing outperforms the existing adaptive routing methods by up
to 10.5% in network throughput and over five times of reduction
in packet latency. Moreover, Q-adaptive routing outperforms the
optimal routing (e.g., non-minimal routing) under adversarial traffic
patterns. For system convergence, our results show that Q-adaptive
is guaranteed to converge under various traffic patterns and net-
work loads within 500 µs.

For the rest of the paper, Section 2 presents background and
related work. Section 3 discusses the challenges of designing MARL
based routing for Dragonfly systems. Section 4 gives the details
of our work, followed by evaluations in Section 5 and Section 6.
Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
2.1 Dragonfly Topology
Dragonfly [17] is a high-radix interconnect topology featuring high-
bandwidth, low-diameter, and extreme scalability at a reasonable
cost. As shown in Figure 2, Dragonfly arranges network resources
(i.e., routers and links) into multiple identical groups such that the
network topology is organized in a three-tiered hierarchy: nodes
connections, intra-group connection through local links, and inter-
group connection through global links. Depending on the connected
link type, router ports can be classified into host port, local port, or
global port for different connection levels in the topology hierarchy.
Dragonfly uses all-to-all inter-group connection such that packets
generated in the source group can be minimally forwarded to any
destination groups using only one global link hop.
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Figure 2: Dragonfly Topology

In contrast to a fully connected inter-group connection, the intra-
group connection is not limited to a single form. For example, Figure
2 shows a 1-dimensional fully connected intra-group network as
presented in [17]. Additionally, the intra-group connection can also
be configured with a 2-dimensional partially all-to-all network in
Cray Cascade systems [10], or a bipartite-graph tree network used
in Megafly [12] and Dragonfly+ [35]. In this work, we focus on the
Dragonfly topology with all-to-all inter-/intra-group connection as
shown in Figure 2, because this structure will be deployed on the
Slingshot interconnects to support the next-generation exascale-
computing systems [34]. We shall point out that the proposed Q-
adaptive routing is not limited to a single form and can also be
applied to other Dragonfly variants. In the rest of the paper, we
simply refer to this all-level fully connected Dragonfly as Dragonfly
and use the nomenclature in Table 1.

Table 1: Dragonfly configurations

Parameter Note Systems

𝑁 Number of nodes 1056 2550
𝑝 compute nodes per router 4 5
𝑎 routers per group 8 10
ℎ global links per router 4 5

𝑘 = 𝑝 + ℎ + 𝑎 − 1 ports per router 15 19
𝑔 = 𝑎ℎ + 1 number of groups 33 51
𝑚 = 𝑔 ∗ 𝑎 routers in the system 264 510

With the hierarchical design, Dragonfly is a diameter-3 topology
that packets can be minimally delivered within three hops: one
local link in the source group, one global link crossing groups, and
one local link in the destination group. Because a minimal path
uses twice as much local link bandwidth as that of global link, a
proper Dragonfly should be configured with 𝑎 = 2𝑝 = 2ℎ for load
balancing purposes [17].

In production, Cray’s Aries interconnects adopt credit-based flow
control, which guarantees a packet lossless Dragonfly system. In
such a system, each router maintains a counter, named credits, to
record the number of free buffer slots in its downstream routers.
A flit can only be forwarded to the next router when this number
is positive. Whenever a flit is forwarded and leaves a router, the
router will send back a credit to its upstream router indicating that
a new free buffer slot becomes available.

2.2 Dragonfly Routing
Dragonfly routing is commonly evaluated under the best and the
worst case traffic patterns [17][15]:

Uniform Random (UR): Each node communicates with a ran-
domly selected node on a per message basis. UR traffic pattern
balances network traffic through the randomly chosen source-
destination pair, thus is considered as the best case on Dragonfly
topology. Minimal routing typically provides the optimal perfor-
mance and is expected to achieve 100% system throughput.

Adversarial (ADV+i): Each node in group𝐺 sends packets to a
random node in group𝐺 +𝑖 . This is the worst case as network traffic
is extremely unbalanced such that packets generated in one group
all target another group. As a result, the limited number of global
links between groups becomes the bottleneck. Non-minimal routing
via intermediate groups is typically suitable for this traffic pattern
and is expected to achieve up to 50% system throughput. Note that
ADV+i may also lead to local link congestion in intermediate groups
[13]. Figure 3 illustrates the potential local link congestion under
ADV+4 traffic. For the 1,056-node Dragonfly system described in
Table 1, the ADV+4 traffic pattern has themost local link congestion,
whereas ADV+1 has the least congestion.

Source groups Destination groups

G5 G6 G7 G8G3G1 G2 G4

8

Intermediate Group

21

local link 
congestion

Figure 3: Local link congestion under ADV+4. In this case,
G1 send packets to G5, G2 to G6, etc. When the packets are
routed non-minimally, the local link between router 1 and
router 2 in the intermediate group becomes bottleneck (red
arrow).

Dragonfly routing mechanisms can be broadly classified as non-
adaptive and adaptive methods. Non-adaptive routing includes min-
imal and Valiant routing:

Minimal routing (MIN): Packets are minimally forwarded to
their destinations within three hops. Minimal routing is the optimal
routing policy for the UR traffic pattern, but the worst choice for
the ADV+i traffic pattern. Minimal routing requires two virtual
channels (VCs) to avoids routing deadlock [7][8].

Valiant routing (VALg, VALn): Valiant non-minimal routing
(VAL) is an optimal solution for the ADV+i traffic pattern. Valiant-
global (VALg) routes packets minimally to a random intermediate
group, then minimally to the destination group [17]. A VALg non-
minimal path contains up to five hops and requires three VCs to
avoid deadlock. Valiant-node (VALn) solves the local link conges-
tion problem by rerouting packets to reach a specific random router
in an intermediate group [46]. As a result, packets are not minimally
forwarded in intermediate groups at the cost of an additional local
link making VALn uses up to six hops and requires four VCs to
avoid deadlock.
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Since both MIN and VAL are only good for one traffic pattern,
adaptive routing is typically adopted in production systems to let
routers dynamically choose between minimal and non-minimal
paths [17][15]. The dynamic decisions depend on network condi-
tions deduced from a router’s local queue occupancy. If the local
queue occupancy of a candidate minimal path is less than twice of
a candidate non-minimal path, the router will forward the packet
minimally. In practice, a bias can be added to give preference for
minimal paths. There are two widely used adaptive routing meth-
ods:

UGALg, UGALn: Universal Globally-Adaptive Load-balanced
routing (UGAL) [17] lets source routers make adaptive routing
decisions.UGALg chooses between aminimal path and a VALg non-
minimal path, whereas UGALn considers the VALn non-minimal
path.

PAR: Progressive Adaptive Routing (PAR) chooses between min-
imal paths and VALn non-minimal paths [15][46]. In contrast to
UGAL, PAR allows source group routers to re-evaluate routing
decisions if a packet is being minimally routed. PAR can achieve
better performance than UGAL because it enables source group
routers to adjust routing strategies depending on the local conges-
tion, which can be difficult to be perceived by the source router.
However, switching from a minimal path to a non-minimal path
costs an additional local link making PAR use up to seven hops. To
avoid routing deadlock, PAR requires five VCs.

There are several other routing related studies. Jiang et al. intro-
duced different indirect adaptive routing algorithms to improve the
original UGAL [15]. Garcia et al. proposed the OFAR routing to mit-
igate local link congestion and Won et al. proposed window-based
PAR routing to overcome far-end congestion [13][46]. Rahman et
al. customized UGAL by limiting the set of candidate non-minimal
paths according to Dragonfly configuration [30]. Chunduri et al.
studied run to run performance variability on a Dragonfly produc-
tion system [5], and simulation studies analyzed network interfer-
ence with different intra-group connections [47][16][44]. Mubarak
et al. and Wilke et al. proposed QoS based approaches to mitigate
network interference [25][45]. Jain et al. proposed to reduce net-
work hot-spots through random job placement [14]. De Sensi et al.
proposed to reduce network noise using dynamic minimal routing
bias [9]. Fundamentally, existing Dragonfly routing methods are
based on heuristics by using local queue occupancy for decision
making. This work leverages multi-agent reinforcement learning
(MARL) to train routers to learn beyond queue occupancy for rout-
ing.

2.3 Reinforcement Learning based Routing
Reinforcement learning is a subarea of machine learning that auto-
matically learns to maximize cumulative reward through interac-
tion with the environment [37]. The environment can be formulated
as a Markov Decision Process (MDP), where an agent observes the
current environment state, selects an action, observes the environ-
ment move to a new state, and receives a feedback reward. The
whole process iterates until a terminal state. The agent is expected
to find an optimal policy that maximizes the cumulative reward.
Q-learning is a model-free RL algorithm with the expected cumula-
tive reward named Q-value and uses 𝜖-greedy policy to balance the

exploration-exploitation dilemma [37]. In practice, Q-values can
be either stored in Q-table or be approximated by a deep neural
network [24]. When there is more than one agent in the system, it
falls into the domain of multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL).
Depending on the objective, MARL can be either competitive or
cooperative [6]. Routing on large-scale interconnect networks is
by nature a MARL problem because routers in the system can be
considered as independent agents. In this work, we consider our
Dragonfly routing problem as a cooperative independent MARL pro-
cess that routers behave as independent learners for a common
objective, that is, to deliver messages in the shortest time.

2.3.1 Q-routing. Boyan et al. proposed Q-routing, a MARL rout-
ing method based on Q-learning [3]. In Q-routing, each router
maintains a Q-table of size𝑚 × (𝑘 − 𝑝), where𝑚 = 𝑔×𝑎 is the total
number of routers in the system, 𝑘 is the router radix and 𝑝 is the
number of host ports on each router. Table 2 illustrates a Q-table
where each Q-value is the estimated packet delivery time from the
current router to a destination router through a corresponding port.
For example, when router 𝑅𝑥 receives a packet whose destination
is router 𝑅𝑑 , 𝑅𝑥 will read row 𝑑 of the Q-table to send the packet
through the port with the minimum estimated delivery time i.e.,
the smallest Q-value. Q-routing explores the solution space with
𝜖-greedy policy, such that a random port with 𝜖 probability may
be selected as the final outbound port instead of the best port. All
downstream routers forward the packet in the same way.

Table 2: A Q-table example, where port 2 will be selected for
routing to destination 𝑅1.

To Dest. By Port
1 2 ... 𝑘 − 𝑝

𝑅1 320ns 300ns ... 480ns
𝑅2 260ns 310ns ... 310ns
...

𝑅𝑚 (𝑅𝑔×𝑎) 330ns 330ns ... 330ns

As a packet is passed to its destination, routers on the routing
path update their Q-tables. Assuming the previous packet destined
for 𝑅𝑑 is forwarded from 𝑅𝑥 to 𝑅𝑦 . After 𝑅𝑦 selects next hop, its
smallest Q-value 𝑄𝑦 and a reward 𝑟 will be sent back to 𝑅𝑥 . In
Q-routing, the immediate reward is defined as the packet traveling
time from 𝑅𝑥 to 𝑅𝑦 . After receiving the feedback, 𝑅𝑥 updates its Q-
value 𝑄𝑥 for destination 𝑅𝑑 with the Q-learning algorithm shown
in Equation (1), where 𝛼 is the learning rate.

Δ𝑄𝑥 = 𝛼 (𝑟 +𝑄𝑦 −𝑄𝑥 )
𝑥,𝑦 ∈ 𝑁

(1)

In Q-routing, routers are independent agents because routing deci-
sions are purely made based on the individual Q-table and there is
no explicit shared information between routers.

Nowe et al. enhanced Q-routing with periodic Q-value broad-
casting to improve the precision of Q-table at the expense of extra
network traffic [26]. Tao et al. and Peshkin et al. proposed to use pol-
icy gradient and gradient ascent method for MARL routing [39][27].
However, both require a system-wide global reward, which causes
extra network traffic and is impractical for large systems. Prashanth
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et al. theoretically applied an actor-critic algorithm for routing in a
centralized manner [29]. Deep learning routing approaches were
presented in several studies [31][49]; however deep neural net-
works require heavy computation resources, which makes them
unrealistic for practical usage.

None of the above studies target Dragonfly topology, hence
little is known about the feasibility and the performance of MARL
routing in dragonfly systems, in particular those deployed with
hundreds of routers.

2.3.2 Issues of Q-Routing on Dragonfly. While Q-routing is
a good starting point, it was presented in 1993 and evaluated on a
6 × 6 irregular grid network, which is very different from modern
Dragonfly systems. The original Q-routing method does not limit
routing path length, which prevents it from being applicable on
Dragonfly topology for two reasons: (1) routing livelock, a packet
travels in the network without advancing towards its destination;
(2) routing deadlock, Dragonfly relies on distributing packets on
different virtual channels (VCs) to avoid deadlock. When a packet
traverses in the network, it increases its VC index to break the
channel dependency loop [8]. Since the number of VCs is limited by
the hardware, a packet must reach its destination before exhausting
all available VCs.

To address the above issues, a naive approach would be the
use of a hop count threshold denoted as maxQ. Once a packet has
visited maxQ routers, it will be routed minimally to the destination.
Since Dragonfly is a diameter-3 topology, packets are assured to
be delivered within𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑄 + 3 hops such that livelock can never
happen and deadlock can be resolved with a limited number of VCs.

We analyze this naive method by using SST/Merlin simulation
[32]. Our results indicate that there is no one-size-fits-all value for
maxQ. While UR prefers small maxQ to mimic a minimal routing,
ADV+i favors larger maxQ values to bypass the highly utilized
global links between source and destination groups. Moreover, ex-
tremely large maxQ can be detrimental such that packets spend a
long time in the network visiting unnecessary routers, resulting
in both large packet latency and low network throughput. Most
importantly, regardless of the value of maxQ, performance under
the ADV+4 pattern is always worse than the ADV+1 pattern. This
indicates that Q-routing is not capable of handling local link conges-
tion. As a result, it is difficult, if not impossible, to set an appropriate
maxQ for both UR and ADV+i traffic patterns. Additionally, since
the size of the Q-table is linear to the system size, in the case of large
systems, Q-values could be outdated when a destination is rarely
visited. As such, we observed instability and slow convergence of
the enhanced Q-routing method in our experiments. In summary,
the original Q-routing and the naive Q-routing enhancement do
not work for Dragonfly networks.

3 TECHNICAL CHALLENGES
Exploring MARL routing for Dragonfly systems poses several key
challenges:

Topology uniqueness. Dragonfly is a hierarchical topology
with all-to-all connected router groups. As a result, the topology
provides a large number of candidate routing paths that are either
minimal or non-minimal through any intermediate group. This high
path diversity makes it challenging to select the most proper path

based on a router’s local information. When proposing the Drag-
onfly topology, Kim et al. emphasized the importance of studying
routing performance under two extreme traffics: the best scenario
of UR pattern and the worst scenario of ADV+i pattern [17]. In
reality, system-scale traffic patterns can be any case between these
two extremes. Furthermore, a good routing algorithm must miti-
gate global link congestion as well as potential local link congestion
shown in Figure 3. Because of high path diversity and various link
congestions, designing an efficient routing algorithm is complicated
and challenging.

Routing livelock and deadlock. On Dragonfly systems, when
a packet traverses in the network, it relies on increasing its VC
index to break the channel dependency loop. Since the number of
VCs is limited by the hardware, packets must be delivered under
certain hops. Directly applying existing RL routing (e.g., Q-routing)
designed for other network topologies could lead to routing livelock
and deadlock discussed in Section 2.3.2. An efficient MARL routing
method must take these into account and deliver packets in limited
hops.

Distributed learning. A key challenge in multi-agent learn-
ing is non-stationary. Since all agents are learning simultaneously,
the environment is constantly changing from the perspective of
any agent. Hence directly applying a single agent algorithm in a
multi-agent environment could lead to unstable and unsatisfac-
tory performance. An efficient MARL routing must enforce certain
coordination between independent agents.

Implementation cost. A good MARL routing must be light-
weight in terms of both computational requirement and hardware
requirement (i.e, memory consumption). As a result, deep reinforce-
ment learning is unfavorable due to the heavy computation posed
by neural networks, and tabular RL method is preferred.

4 Q-ADAPTIVE ROUTING
We present Q-adaptive routing in this section. It consists of three
key components: (1) two-level Q-table, (2) routing with two-level
Q-table, and (3) Q-table update. At the end, we discuss how these
techniques address the challenges listed in Section 3.

Two-level Q-table. Table 3 depicts the newly designed two-
level Q-table. Compared with the original Q-table (Table 2) that is
accessed according to packet destination, two-level Q-table uses
both packet source and destination information. For a Dragonfly
configured with 𝑔 groups, 𝑝 nodes per 𝑘-radix router, each router
maintains a (𝑔 × 𝑝) × (𝑘 − 𝑝) two-level Q-table. When routing a
packet that is generated on node 𝑛 for group 𝑗 , Q-values on the
row of 𝑗 × 𝑝 + 𝑛 will be evaluated for the port with the minimum
estimated delivery time. Compared with the original Q-table, the
two-level Q-table is smaller by 50%. The original Q-table contains
𝑔×𝑎 rows, whereas the two-level Q-table has 𝑔×𝑝 rows, where 𝑎 is
the number of routers per group. A balanced Dragonfly should be
configured with 𝑝 = 𝑎/2 [17], thus halving the table size. The advan-
tages of using a smaller table are multifold: (i) Q-tables are stored
on routers’ memory, which has limited capacity. Our two-level
Q-table only requires half the memory space compared with the
original Q-table, thus improves system scalability. (ii) The smaller
table alleviates the outdated Q-value issue caused by spare updates.
In the two-level Q-table, Q-values of rarely visited destinations
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Table 3: Two-level Q-table
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Q-values: Estimated 
Delivery Time

can also be updated along with the ones that are more frequently
accessed because value update for any destination router of the
same group is on the same row under the “To Group” column. (iii)
Differentiating Q-values for the same group by packet sources pro-
vides more learning information for the RL agent to take advantage
of high path diversity brought by Dragonfly topology.

Routing with two-level Q-table. Figure 4 presents a flow chart
of the Q-adaptive routing. When a router receives a packet, it goes
through the following steps to select an outbound port:

Router receives 
a packet

Is 1st Int.G
 router?

Is source router?

In Dest.G?

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Forward packet
 minimally

Have direct 
connection to Dest.G?

Select a random local port as best port
and calculate ΔV with Equation (2) 

ΔV < q_thld2?

Find best port from the two-level Q-table
and calculate ΔV with Equation (2)

ΔV < q_thld1?

Select best port as
the temporary port

Select minimal forwarding
port as the temporary port

Select outbound port between temporary
port and a random port using 𝜖-greedy policy

Yes

No

No

No

NoYes

Yes

No

Figure 4: Flow chart for Q-adaptive routing. Dest.G and Int.G
stand for destination group and intermediate group respec-
tively.

(1) If the router is in the packet’s destination group, it minimally
forwards the packet.

(2) If the router is the packet’s source router, it selects the
𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡_𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ_𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 with the smallest Q-value (𝑄𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡_𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ). Next,
it selects a minimal forwarding port (𝑚𝑖𝑛_𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ_𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 ) and

reads the port’s Q-value (𝑄𝑚𝑖𝑛_𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ) from the two-level Q-
table. Then, a temporary port (𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝_𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 ) is set using Equa-
tion (2) with threshold = 𝑞_𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑑1. Finally, the packet’s out-
bound port is selected between 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝_𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 and a random
port using 𝜖-greedy policy.

(3) If the router is the first intermediate group router visited
by the packet, and has a direct connection to the packet’s
destination group, it forwards the packet minimally. If the
router is not connected to the destination group, a port for
a minimal forwarding path (𝑚𝑖𝑛_𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ_𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 ) and a random
local port noted as 𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡_𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ_𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 are selected. Both ports’
Q-values (𝑄𝑚𝑖𝑛_𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ and 𝑄𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡_𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ) are read from the two-
level Q-table. Next, 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝_𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 is set using Equation (2) with
threshold= 𝑞_𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑑2. The final outbound port for the packet
is selected between 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝_𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 and a random port with 𝜖-
greedy policy.

(4) Otherwise, the router minimally forwards the packet to-
wards its destination.

Δ𝑉 = (𝑄𝑚𝑖𝑛_𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ −𝑄𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡_𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ)/𝑄𝑚𝑖𝑛_𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ

𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝_𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 =

{
𝑚𝑖𝑛_𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ_𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 if Δ𝑉 < threshold

𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡_𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ_𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 otherwise
(2)

With the above steps, most of the routers on a routing path for-
ward a packet minimally except at two locations: the source router
and the first intermediate group router visited by a packet. When
a packet is injected into the network, the source router selects its
routing path according to the two-level Q-table. The selected path
could be a minimal path or a non-minimal path that traverses an
intermediate group. When the packet is routed non-minimally and
arrives at its first intermediate group router, it can be dynamically
rerouted through a random router in the same group to bypass
local link congestion based on the Q-values between the minimal
forwarding path and the selected rerouting path. When the rout-
ing path is chosen under the guidance of a two-level Q-table, we
add a threshold in Equation (2) to give a bias towards the min-
imal forwarding path. Two thresholds (𝑞_𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑑1 and 𝑞_𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑑2) are
used for the source router and the first intermediate group router
respectively. Both are tunable parameters.

As a result, Q-adaptive routing behaves similarly to the adap-
tive routing algorithms by forwarding a packet either minimally
or non-minimally. However, instead of always rerouting packets
in the intermediate group as UGALn or PAR, Q-adaptive does it
dynamically according to the network condition. Since Dragonfly
is a diameter-3 topology, and only two routers on the routing path
can make dynamic decisions, all packets are guaranteed to be deliv-
ered within five hops, which solves the livelock problem. To avoid
routing deadlock, Q-adaptive uses five VCs and a packet increments
its VC index at every hop.

Q-value update. The next challenge is how to initialize and
update Q-table. Lauer et al. proposed a distributed Q-learning algo-
rithm [19]. Basically, it allows each agent to update Q-values only
in a positive direction and ignores penalties from other agents. As
such, for each router, its routing strategy is not affected by other
routers’ mistakes. While the authors proved the convergence of the
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distributed Q-learning algorithm in deterministic multi-agent envi-
ronments, the algorithm requires initializing Q-values to very large
numbers causing the downside of long convergence time. In [22],
Matignon et al. pointed out that totally ignoring penalties could
stick the system at a sub-optimal equilibrium and hence presented
hysteretic Q-learning. Hysteretic Q-learning uses two learning rates
to update the policy in positive and negative directions separately.
The advantages of hysteretic Q-learning are that it does not pose
any requirement for Q-value initialization and separate learning
rates make the system more stable. Inspired by these studies, we
propose to update Q-values with following equation:

𝛿 = 𝑟 +𝑄𝑦 −𝑄𝑥 , 𝑥 and 𝑦 ∈ 𝑁

𝑄𝑥 =

{
𝑄𝑥 + 𝛼 ∗ 𝛿 if 𝛿 < 0
𝑄𝑥 + 𝛽 ∗ 𝛿 otherwise

(3)

Here, 𝛼 and 𝛽 are the positive and negative learning rates, and 𝑟 is
the reward, defined as the packet traveling time between neighbor
routers of 𝑥 and 𝑦.

In summary, Q-adaptive routing is a fully distributed MARL
algorithm. Each router acts as an independent agent that learns
to route by interacting with the environment using its two-level
Q-table. Not having any shared information between routers saves
link bandwidth, which makes Q-adaptive routing easy to be imple-
mented and scaled. Meanwhile, Q-adaptive routing addresses the
challenges discussed in Section 3:

Topology uniqueness. The existing adaptive routing method
relies on local information to choose among up to four random
routes (two minimal and two non-minimal) without exhaustively
considering all possible paths [2]. In contrast, Q-adaptive routing
addresses Dragonfly’s high path diversity feature by using the two-
level Q-table to select the best path among all viable candidates and
find underestimated solutions with 𝜖-greedy exploration. Moreover,
the corresponding table updating techniques refresh Q-values in a
timely fashion such that a router can learn to reroute packets either
locally or globally to bypass network congestion. Furthermore,
learning performance can be flexibly tuned with two learning rates
(𝛼 and 𝛽), and a proper bias toward minimal path can be controlled
with two thresholds (𝑞_𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑑1 and 𝑞_𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑑2).

Routing livelock and deadlock. Q-adaptive routing guaran-
tees a packet to be delivered efficiently within five hops. Therefore,
routing livelock never happens. Limited routing path length also
makes the system deadlock free with five VCs.

Distributed learning. While each router is an independent
agent, Q-adaptive routing coordinates them through two-level Q-
table updating with two learning rates. By leveraging hysteretic Q-
learning, Q-adaptive routing guarantees a fast learning convergence
mainly controlled by 𝛼 and maintains the converged state stable
with 𝛽 .

Implementation cost. Q-adaptive routing requires no specific
hardware implementations nor heavy computational resources. The
proposed two-level Q-table halves the original Q-table size. The
small-sized Q-table improves the algorithm’s scalability, as well as
alleviates the outdated Q-value problems inherent in the original
Q-routing algorithm. Q-adaptive routing can be easily deployed on
current high-radix Dragonfly routers by replacing the routing table

with the proposed two-level Q-table of size𝑂 (𝑔∗𝑝∗𝑘) [33]. The two-
level Q-table updating only involves basic arithmetic operations
and the reward transferred between neighbor routers could be
embedded into the credit-based flow control flits or other network
control packets.

5 EVALUATION
We use and expand the open-source, community-built simulation
toolkit SST/Merlin [32]. SST/Merlin is a high-fidelity network mod-
eling toolkit supporting several interconnect topologies including
Dragonfly. It provides a detailed flit-level input-output queued high-
radix router model with credit-based flow control. In this work, we
enhance the toolkit by implementing different traffic patterns. We
implement our Q-adaptive routing, PAR, UGALg, and UGALn in
the toolkit. In our evaluation, we compare Q-adaptive with five
routing methods: minimal routing (MIN), VALn non-minimal rout-
ing, UGALg, UGALn, and PAR. Note that MIN and VALn represent
optimal routing strategies under UR and ADV+i traffic patterns
respectively. UGAL and PAR are the existing adaptive routing mech-
anisms deployed on production Dragonfly systems and serve as the
baseline for comparison study.

We evaluate Q-adaptive routing on two systems: 1,056-node
and 2,550-node Dragonfly systems. In this section, we examine
the results achieved on the 1,056-node system. In Section 6, we
will present performance results on the scale-up 2,550-node case
to demonstrate the scalability and feasibility of the Q-adaptive
routing.

5.1 Experimental Setup
Each system is configured using 128B single flit packets to avoid the
effect of flow control on routing results with single packet messages.
Routers are configured with VC buffer size of 20 packets, and all
the link bandwidth is 4GB/s with local link latency of 30ns [2], and
global link latency of 300ns to keep the 1:10 ratio as mentioned in
previous works [17][15][46]. All adaptive routing algorithms are
set with zero bias towards minimal routing and use local output
queue occupancy plus the used credit count to estimate routing
path congestion.

For the 1,056-node system, all results are evaluated with 𝛼 = 0.2,
𝛽 = 0.04, 𝜖 = 0.001, 𝑞_𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑑1 = 0.2, 𝑞_𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑑2 = 0.35 in this section.
The values are selected to balance the trade-off between conver-
gence speed and network peak performance. Q-values are initial-
ized to the theoretical packet delivery time without any congestion
through a minimal routing path.

In our experiments, different routing methods are compared
under various traffic patterns. For each pattern, messages are gener-
ated at an adjustable interval to create different network conditions,
ranging from a lightly loaded system to a fully loaded system. We
simulate network usage according to offered load, which is defined
as the ratio between the message generation rate and the system-
wide total injection bandwidth. Thus, offered load is between 0 and
1, where 0 means an empty network and 1 means a fully loaded
system.
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Figure 5: Q-adaptive on the 1056-node Dragonfly

5.2 Evaluation metric
We use two evaluation metrics for performance comparison: (1)
packet latency, which denotes the packet traveling time from its
generation to delivery; and (2) system throughput, which is mea-
sured as the aggregated message receiving rate across the system.
Therefore, system throughput is always smaller than the offered
load, with 0 means all packets are congested or blocked on the
network.

5.3 Routing under Different Loads
Figure 5 depicts Q-adaptive routing results for the UR and ADV+1,
ADV+4 traffic patterns. For each traffic pattern, three plots show
the packet latency, system throughput, and packet hop count under
different offered loads. The results shown in Figure 5 are collected
as the arithmetic average over 100 µs after the system becomes
stable. Adaptive and minimal, non-minimal routing results are also
plotted for comparison.

UR pattern: Under the UR traffic pattern, Q-adaptive outper-
forms all the adaptive routing algorithms regarding system through-
put shown in Figure 5(b). Under the maximum load, Q-adaptive
reaches 88.25% system throughput, which is 6.60%, 10.51%, and

8.32% higher than UGALg, UGALn, and PAR respectively. Mean-
while, system throughput of Q-adaptive is only 3.29% smaller than
that of the optimal minimal routing.

Q-adaptive also outperforms adaptive routing algorithms regard-
ing packet latency. In Figure 5(a), the packet latency of Q-adaptive
routing is always smaller than that of adaptive routing methods. All
the adaptive routing algorithms show obvious network congestion
starting from the offered load of 0.8 with a rapid packet latency
increase. On the other hand, Q-adaptive routing can handle this
load with an average packet latency of 0.76 µs, which is 3.43x, 2.59x,
and 5.22x smaller than that of UGALg, UGALn, and PAR respec-
tively. Furthermore, the average latency of Q-adaptive is close to
the optimal minimal routing’s 0.74 µs under the load of 0.8.

ADV+1 pattern: Figure 5(e) shows that Q-adaptive routing
can achieve a maximum of 48.20% system throughput, which is
5.15%, 8.20%, and 3.09% higher than UGALg, UGALn, and PAR.
Noticeably, under the maximum load, Q-adaptive routing even
improves system throughput by 3.0% compared with the optimal
VALn non-minimal routing. Q-adaptive outperforms VALn routing
because it only forwards packets non-minimally in intermediate
groups when it is necessary. Since ADV+1 introduces the least local
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Figure 6: Packet latency distribution on the 1,056-node Dragonfly with zoom-in plot shown on top. The central box presents
the latency range from 𝑄1 (first quartile) to 𝑄3 (third quartile) with the median shown as a black line. The upper and lower
whiskers outside of the central box are 1.5 × 𝐼𝑄𝑅 above and below 𝑄3 and𝑄1 respectively. Average packet latency and 95th, 99th
percentile latency are also plotted.

link congestion, most of the packets should be minimally forwarded
in intermediate groups, whereas VALn always reroutes packets
through a random router causing network bandwidth waste. As
a result, Q-adaptive uses the network more efficiently by sending
packets with an average of 3.06 hops shown in Figure 5(f), which
is 1.80x smaller than that of VALn routing.

Besides achieving the highest throughput, using shorter routing
paths makes Q-adaptive routing deliver packets in the shortest time.
In Figure 5(d), all routing methods except Q-adaptive show network
congestion at the offered load of 0.45 with a sharp average packet
latency increase. Under this load, the average packet latency of
Q-adaptive routing is only 1.03 µs.

ADV+4 pattern: The ADV+4 traffic pattern introduces the heav-
iest local link congestion. Figure 5(i) shows that Q-adaptive routes
packets with an average of 4.27 hops at the offered load of 0.5, which
is larger than the 3.06 hops under the ADV+1 traffic pattern. This
shows that Q-adaptive can reroute packets in intermediate groups
with an additional hop to bypass local link congestion. As a result,
Q-adaptive achieves up to 44.93% system throughput, which is only
1.69% less than the optimal VALn non-minimal routing. Q-adaptive
and PAR have similar average packet latency performance shown
in Figure 5(g). Both Q-adaptive and PAR routing deliver packets
using less time than UGALg and UGALn.

To summarize, Q-adaptive outperforms adaptive routing algo-
rithms with near-optimal performance. It learns to route minimally
when traffic is uniform and to use intermediate groups and routers
when the traffic pattern is adversarial.

5.4 Tail Latency
Figure 6 shows the packet latency distribution when the load is
set to 0.8 under UR and 0.45 under ADV+i. These plots show the
average packet latency with the 95th and 99th percentile latency.

UR pattern: In Figure 6(a), Q-adaptive has the smallest 99th per-
centile latency of 1.42 µs, which is 5.92x, 3.82x, and 18.18x smaller
than that of UGALg, UGALn, and PAR respectively. Further, this

99th percentile latency is very close to the theoretic optimum, i.e.,
1.25 µs achieved by the minimal routing.

ADV+1 pattern: In Figure 6(b), the 99th percentile latency of
Q-adaptive routing is 5.10 µs, which is 3.12x, and 12.95x smaller
than that of UGALg and UGALn respectively. UGALn performs
poorly because the ADV+1 pattern introduces the least local link
congestion. Under this pattern, packet rerouting in intermediate
groups performed by UGALn wastes local link bandwidth and de-
lays packet delivery. PAR achieves the 99th percentile latency of
5.44 µs, which is close to the 5.10 µs obtained by Q-adaptive. How-
ever, the latency distribution achieved by Q-adaptive is much more
compact than that of PAR. In other words, Q-adaptive outperforms
PAR and UGAL in terms of the overall latency distribution and tail
latency.

ADV+4 pattern: In Figure 6(c), the 99th percentile latency of
Q-adaptive is 8.08 µs, which is 8.83x and 6.89x smaller than that of
UGALg and UGALn. While the 95th and 99th percentile latencies
achieved by PAR are slightly less than those obtained by Q-adaptive,
we shall point out that Q-adaptive results in a more concentrated
packet latency distribution. When using Q-adaptive, 80.99% of pack-
ets have a latency of less than 2 µs, whereas only 63.69% of packets
have such a low latency when using PAR.

Put together, when comparing different routing algorithms under
UR and ADV+i patterns, Q-adaptive outperforms UGALg, UGALn,
and PAR in terms of average latency and tail latency distribution.

5.5 Convergence
Figure 7 demonstrates how the packet latency evolves with a system
starting from an empty network.

For the UR traffic pattern in Figure 7(a), Q-adaptive routing can
nearly handle the lower offered load case directly with a negligible
learning period. For the higher offered load case, network traffic
generated at the system start time (0 µs) can quickly congest the
system and leads to a dramatic packet latency surge. However,
routers are capable of learning an optimal routing policy within
approximately 200 µs to bring the system to a stable state with an
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Figure 7: Convergence of Q-adaptive. Q-adaptive routing can
converge under 500µs under different traffic patterns and
loads.

average packet latency of 0.75 µs. Compared with the UR pattern,
ADV+1 and ADV+4 patterns require longer convergence time for
routers to learn to route non-minimally as shown in Figure 7(b).
Furthermore, compared with the ADV+1 traffic pattern, ADV+4
requires routers to spend some additional time to learn to alleviate
local link congestion through packet rerouting in intermediate
groups. Nevertheless, Q-adaptive routing can still find its optimal
equilibrium for both traffic patterns under different loads within
500 µs.

In summary, Q-adaptive routing can converge within a small
amount of time under both UR and ADV+i traffic patterns.

5.6 Dynamic Loads
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Figure 8: Q-adaptive under varying loads

Figure 8 depicts how system throughput evolves starting with
an empty network and a traffic pattern with varying offered load.

In Figure 8(a), the UR traffic pattern offered load is increased
from 0.4 to 0.8 at 1600 µs, and Q-adaptive needs to go through a
learning period for about 156 µs to gradually adapt to the higher
load. Note that the 156 µs learning period is shorter than the 200 µs
learning period when the system starts from an empty network
shown in Figure 7(a). When the UR offered load is decreased from
0.8 to 0.4 at 1280 µs, the system instantly responds to the change.
In Figure 8(b), when the ADV+4 traffic pattern increases its offered
load from 0.2 to 0.4 at 3215 µs, 455 µs is required to let Q-adaptive
adjust to this change. Similarly, 440 µs is required when the pattern

decreases its load from 0.4 to 0.2 at 2610 µs. Both cases require less
time than the 500 µs learning period shown in Figure 7(b).

6 CASE STUDY ON 2,550-NODE SYSTEM
Now we present a scale-up study of Q-adaptive routing on a 2,550-
node Dragonfly system (configuration shown in Table 1). In this
case study, we evaluate Q-adaptive routing under both system-wide
extreme traffic patterns (UR and ADV+1) and three common HPC
communication patterns:

• 3D Stencil: stencil computation is an important class of al-
gorithms in scientific computing and 3D Stencil is a repre-
sentative one-to-many pattern [38][41]. Under this pattern,
the system is arranged in a 5×10×51 3D grid and each node
communicates with its six neighbors along three dimensions.

• Many to Many: this pattern is representative in applications
that perform parallel Fast Fourier Transforms such as pF3D
[36], NAMD [28], and VASP [18]. Under this pattern, the
system is arranged in a 5×10×51 3D grid. Nodes along Z-
axis are grouped into the same communicator of 51 nodes
performing all-to-all operations.

• Random Neighbors: the pattern mimics computation-aware
load-balancing operation performed by HPC applications
such as NAMD [28]. Under this pattern, each node uniformly
spreads communications with 6–20 randomly selected tar-
gets.

In this section, all the patterns are evaluated with the same
hyperparameter values of 𝛼 = 0.2, 𝛽 = 0.04, 𝜖 = 0.001, 𝑞_𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑑1 =

0.05, 𝑞_𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑑2 = 0.4. Figure 9 shows the packet latency distribution
under different traffic patterns.

UR pattern: As shown in Figure 9(a), the average packet la-
tency of Q-adaptive routing is 0.84 µs, which is 3.24x, 2.40x, 4.67x
smaller than that of UGALg, UGALn, and PAR respectively. The
99th percentile latency of Q-adaptive routing is 1.67 µs, which is
significantly smaller than the adaptive routing methods. Addition-
ally, Q-adaptive has the near-optimal performance compared with
the optimal minimal routing, whose average packet latency and
99th percentile latency are 0.77 µs and 1.28 µs.

ADV+1 pattern: In Figure 9(b), the average packet latency of
Q-adaptive is 0.96 µs, which is 2.33x, 12.35x, 2.35x smaller than
that of UGALg, UGALn, and PAR respectively. Q-adaptive also
has the smallest 99th percentile latency of 3.17 µs among all other
routing methods. As a result, same as the 1,056-node system case,
Q-adaptive outperforms the optimal VALn non-minimal routing,
whose average packet latency is 1.75 µs and 99th percentile latency
is 3.29 µs.

3D Stencil pattern: Figure 9(c) shows that Q-adaptive has the
smallest average packet latency of 0.62 µs, which is 1.77x smaller
than the second-best UGALg’s average latency. Additionally, the
99th percentile latency of Q-adaptive, 3.08 µs, is also the smallest
among all routing algorithms and is 1.31x smaller than the second-
best PAR’s 99th percentile latency.

Many to Many pattern: Figure 9(d) shows that Q-adaptive has
the smallest average packet latency of 1.15 µs, which is 2.10x smaller
than the second-best UGALg’s average packet latency. The 99th
percentile latency of Q-adaptive is 1.50 µs, which is 2.50x smaller
than the second-best minimal routing’s 99th percentile latency.
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Figure 9: Packet latency distribution on the 2,056-node Dragonfly with zoom-in plot shown on top.

As a result, Q-adaptive outperforms all other routing algorithms
regarding both average and 99th percentile packet latency.

Random Neighbors pattern: Under this pattern, the traffic
is uniformly spread across the network. Thus minimal routing
is the optimal routing solution with the smallest average packet
latency of 1.01 µs and the smallest 99th percentile latency of 1.64 µs
shown in Figure 9(e). However, Q-adaptive offers near-optimal
performance with 1.04 µs average packet latency and 1.81 µs 99th
percentile latency. Although UGALn performs best among adaptive
routing algorithms, its average and 99th percentile latency are 1.99x
and 2.86x larger than that of Q-adaptive routing.

Overall, we make two key observations from this scale-up case
study. First, Q-adaptive routing is capable of achieving better per-
formance than existing dragonfly routing algorithms under system-
wide extreme traffic patterns and three representative HPC com-
munication patterns. Second, Q-adaptive is capable of scaling on
larger systems.

7 CONCLUSION
Dragonfly is a promising high-radix interconnect topology for large-
scale HPC systems. The high path diversity and potential link con-
gestion inherent in Dragonfly pose significant challenges when
routing packets among many candidate paths. Existing adaptive
routing methods use local router information (i.e., local queue oc-
cupancy) and select a path among a limited number of paths, which
can lead to inefficient link usage and low system throughput. In
this work, we have presented Q-adaptive routing, a multi-agent
reinforcement learning based scheme, for dragonfly systems. The
proposed Q-adaptive routing features by its small yet effective two-
level Q-table design, along with its value updating and routing
mechanisms. These techniques enable Q-adaptive routing to effec-
tively learn to choose a proper path among all the viable paths

for packet routing on Dragonfly. We have evaluated Q-adaptive
routing on both 1k and 2k systems through extensive simulations.
Our results indicate that Q-adaptive outperforms existing adaptive
routing methods by up to 10.5% in network throughput and more
than 5x reduction in packet latency. Moreover, Q-adaptive rout-
ing achieves better tail latency than the existing adaptive routing
methods.

In this study, we have focused on analyzing Q-adaptive routing
under system-wide traffic patterns. Given the promising results
achieved in this study, part of our future work is to analyze Q-
adaptive on individual applications and further to investigate inter-
job interference by using Q-adaptive routing.
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